
school solutions

           Total school solutions
one vendor, three benefits



School districts as integrated enterprises
As we see it, an educational system is comprised of many distinct functional areas: the classroom, the business office, 

the transportation department, the superintendent’s office and so on. Together, they are a system — a set of interacting 

entities with deep relationships that form an integrated enterprise. 

This is Tyler’s unique advantage — our ability to provide  

multiple school solutions from a single company.

A VISION THAT DELIVERS RESULTS
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Saves Money
Save Money by Working with a Single Vendor

Technology That Never 
Leaves You Behind

Tyler’s evergreen development 

philosophy safeguards 

your investment from 

obsolescence through a series 

of ongoing product updates, 

enhancements, platform 

upgrades and incremental 

introduction of new technologies 

— without having to pay 

relicensing fees.

 

1 2• Discount with purchase of multiple Tyler products

• Discount on hosting services of multiple Tyler products

• Additional service contracts cover multiple products with ceiling limit

• Evergreen development solutions deliver long-term ROI

• Cloud-based solutions save hardware and personnel expenses

A Vendor You Can Trust
Our reputation is built upon delivering what we promise: completing our implementations 

on time and on budget, keeping your investment current and providing high quality client 

support.

• 100 percent of our efforts and commitments are aligned with the public sector

• Publicly traded on the NYSE ensures a high degree of accountability and 

transparency

• Financially stable with the resources to provide exceptional products and services

Our expertise is a direct result of more than 30 years of innovation and 
dedication to school solutions.

A COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL SOLUTION FROM TYLER TECHNOLOGIES 

THAT BENEFITS DISTRICTS IN THREE DISTINCT WAYS:



2Provides Dynamic Data Integration 
Enter Data Once

• Applications that share data dynamically create a significant reduction in redundant data entry and tasks

• Many of our applications use Active Directory, allowing you to just log in the first time

Information Delivered in a Quick and Consumable Format
Our data analytics tool, Tyler Pulse, aggregates student information, financial, student transportation  

and workforce data from Tyler’s applications to provide an enterprise view of everything from identifying  

at-risk students and student achievement, to evaluating teacher effectiveness, measuring transportation  

key performance indicators and examining budget versus actual costs per student.

Our unique collection of software and services can improve 
efficiency in every area of school management.



Our solutions are used by  
more than 5,000 school districts  
in the U.S. and Canada.

Saves Time 
One Contract to Manage — One Maintenance Agreement to Pay — One Number to Call

Position Clients for Success3Tyler’s implementation phase positions clients for success using best business practices, streamlining 

workflow processes and meeting organizational objectives. 

With Tyler, you can minimize administrative challenges with one support call escalation procedure, one 

disaster recovery service, and one operating system and database management service.

Empower Clients with Multifaceted Support
We empower our clients to find the answers to their questions on their own terms.  

• In-program help

• Web-based knowledgebase

• User groups

• Tyler University — our e-learning system for end users

• Tyler Community — our peer-to-peer community for forums, blogs, libraries and wikis

• Tyler Connect — multiple solutions, just one annual conference



1.800.431.5776

info@tylertech.com

www.tylertech.com

At Tyler Technologies (NYSE: TYL), we have a single mission: enable 

the public sector to be more efficient, more accessible and more 

responsive to the needs of citizens. That’s what we do. And that’s all 

we do — in partnership with more than 11,000 clients, including 

local government and school offices in all 50 states, Canada, the 

Caribbean, the United Kingdom and other international locations.

Tyler Technologies is a leading provider of information management 

solutions and services for the public sector — and Tyler is the 

largest company in the country solely dedicated to providing 

software and IT services to the public sector market.

Software that thinks like you do.

Follow us on
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